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Abstract

In populations of human organizations (e.g. firms) that operate in
cultural niches (markets), size differences are usually large. As large
organizations can in principle out-compete small ones, the actual pres-
ence of many small organizations asks for an explanation. In ours, we
focus on the dimensionality of cultural niches, that can change as a
consequence of product innovations, preference elaboration, or insti-
tutions. We show that increasing market dimensionality substantially
enlarges the market periphery relative to the market center, which cre-
ates new potential niches for small firms. Decreasing dimensionality,
in contrast, preserves market positions for a portion of the incumbent
small firms rather than forcing all of them to exit. We thereby provide
a parsimonious explanation for small firm existence when dimension-
ality changes, even in concentrated markets and net of other factors.

Introduction

Throughout history, humans have cooperated in groups of various sizes,
which in modern societies are often business firms and other kinds of or-
ganizations [1]. These organizations became corporate actors in their own
right [2,3] that compete, and sometimes cooperate, with other organizations.
For most of them, only few of their resources come from nature, while most
of their resources are obtained through exchanges with clients, investors,
employees, and governments, and are regulated by institutions [4]. Organi-
zations thus largely operate in cultural niches [5], and their key resource is
the demand for their offerings.

∗Corresponding j.p.bruggeman@uva.nl, Department of Sociology, University of Ams-
terdam, Netherlands.
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To grasp the dynamics of organizations in their cultural environments,
social scientists started using ecological models [6]. For the dynamics of
organizational populations, e.g. of newspaper publishers and car manufac-
turers, it turned out that the general law of density dependence holds [7,8].
But organizational audiences as well as culture modify population dynamics
in ways somewhat different from populations in natural environments.

Arguably a striking feature of organizational populations is their size dis-
tribution [9,10]. The largest organizations can easily become orders of mag-
nitude larger than the smallest ones, e.g. a multinational beer brewer versus
a local brewery pub. As a first step to model this size variation, demand (or
alternatively, organizational offerings) was mapped onto an n-dimensional
niche, or market, space [11, 12]. Attributes (i.e. traits) represented by such
dimensions can be the audience’s level of education, age, religion, or polit-
ical preference, as well as their geographical location [13]. Demand (i.e. re-
source) distributions over those dimensions are usually characterized by a
peak, called the center of the market containing mainstream preferences, ver-
sus lower levels of resources in the peripheral, non-mainstream, parts of the
distribution [14]. At a market center, organizations that use modern tech-
nology [15] combined with bureaucratic control [16] benefit from economies
of scale, i.e. decreasing costs with the number or volume of units produced.
As a consequence, firms at market centers are typically much larger than
firms at market peripheries, and they have higher survival chances as well [8].
Whereas many scholars initially believed that in such concentrated markets
(indicated by the Herfindahl index) there are barriers to entry [17,18], more
recent empirical studies pointed out the inflow of many small firms, among
others in beer brewing, newspaper publishing, and auditing markets [14].
The entry and enduring presence of small organizations is not only of scien-
tific interest, but is also important for society, as small firms increase product
choice, create jobs, and account for the bulk of major innovations [19].

To explain the co-presence of small and large organizations, social sci-
entists adapted resource partitioning theory [20], and predicted that large
organizations reside in market centers, where they can out-compete small
organizations, while small organizations evade competition by differentiating
their offerings in the resource-sparser peripheries [14].

Our explanation is based on a geometric effect of increasing dimension-
ality, which in turn explains resource partitioning as well. A case in point
is the inflow of ethnic shops in a retail population with large supermarkets.
There, migrants use their cultural background in a new environment, not
only for fellow migrants, but eventually also to appeal to the native audi-
ence. Through the “commodification of ethno-cultural diversity” [21], the
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dimensionality of the retail market then increases. Obviously, adding a new
dimension multiplies the number of potential positions for organizations,
which may materialize some of these positions. Possibly less intuitive is that
this additional space is highly unevenly distributed. We will demonstrate
that if market dimensionality increases, there is a disproportionate increase
of market space at the periphery with respect to the center. Our explanation
of small firm proliferation is more parsimonious than other theories, and in
contrast to an earlier geometric model based on multi-dimensional sphere
packing [22], we make assumptions neither about the shape nor the overlap
of firms’ niches.

The opposite process, of dimensionality decrease, does also occur [23],
for example when an innovation renders a once salient product characteristic
obsolete, or when a given characteristic is institutionally constrained, like
the alcohol content of beverages during the American prohibition period.
Analogously to market spaces, a political issue space [24] can collapse dur-
ing a crisis characterized by discursive simplification or polarization. While
increasing dimensionality normally lessens the chances of small firms’ niches
overlapping with those of large and powerful firms, decreasing dimension-
ality is likely to increase niche crowding. One might therefore expect that
dimensionality decrease hits small organizations the hardest. But empirical
evidence shows that a portion of the small organizations can then survive,
even under conditions when large organizations are forced out. For exam-
ple, when modern processor technology removed weight from the list of ICT
characteristics, it caused a shakeout among well-established producers of
vacuum tubes. Some vacuum tube producers, however, survived in the do-
mains of high- end audio appliances and in military equipment resistant to
the electromagnetic pulse of nuclear explosions.

In the remainder, we will explain the consequences of both increasing
and decreasing dimensionality, but will abstract away from the particular
innovations, preferences or institutions that cause it.

Model

From a potentially large number of niche dimensions, only few are impor-
tant. These dominant, or salient, dimensions can be found by analyzing
empirical data, for example obtained by interviewing consumers on the sub-
stitutability, 0 ≤ skj ≤ 1, of firm k’s offerings by firm j’s. Alternatively,
archival data can be used, e.g. from the Web. Either way, the eigenvectors
corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of the substitutability matrix (with
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cells skj) will point out the salient dimensions [25], on which we focus in the
remainder.

Consider a market or political issue space with n salient dimensions.
As said, empirical research pointed out that, with few exceptions, resource
distributions in modern societies feature a center and a periphery [14]. Fur-
thermore, the span on each dimension is finite, i.e. audience traits such as
age and education have lower and upper bounds. We stylize these facts into
our assumption (1) about the resource distribution: For each dimension i,
its finite span ri can be divided into a center ci > 0 and a periphery pi > 0,
so that ri = ci + pi. In non-metric spaces with ordered categories, or cells,
it should be the case that the number of categories, mi, on each dimension
mi ≥ 3, in order to have a center and at least two peripheral categories;
there, ri = mi.

To facilitate the presentation of our argument, but without affecting
its generality, we simplify the uni-modal distribution by assuming a center
to market span ratio ci/ri that is constant along all dimensions. We thus
proceed with non-indexed r and c values, because our conclusion relies only
on the amount of change of the ratio of the periphery volume to the entire
market volume, cf. Eq. (3). A market space can now be modeled by an
n-dimensional hypersphere with radius r, or alternatively by a hypercube
with edge r. Its hypervolume V (r)n is

V (r)n = γnr
n (1)

where γn depends only on n [26]. For γn = 1, Eq. (1) yields the hypercube
volume as a special case. The hypervolume V (p)n of the periphery is

V (p)n = γnr
n − γnc

n = γn(rn − cn) (2)

from which it follows that the ratio of the periphery volume to the entire
market volume is

V (p)n
V (r)n

=
γn(rn − cn)

γnrn
= 1 −

(
c

r

)n

. (3)

If n increases, Eq. (3) converges to 1, hence the bulk of the market volume
shifts to the periphery. This volume shift creates room for new entrants
to proliferate. For example, if c = 1

2r and n = 5, which is still relatively
low [27], the periphery contains 97% of total market volume (Table 1). Even
when enlarging the center to c = 3

4r, still 76% of the market volume is at
the periphery.
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c/r 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.9

n = 1 0.9 0.75 0.50 0.25 0.1

2 0.99 0.94 0.75 0.44 0.19

3 1 0.99 0.88 0.58 0.27

4 1 1 0.94 0.68 0.34

5 1 1 0.97 0.76 0.41

Table 1: Periphery-entire-market volume ratio, V (p)n/V (r)n, as a function
of dimensionality, n, and of the proportion of center-breadth to market span,
c/r.

Peripheral patches

We do not assume that with increasing market dimensionality, the total
amount of resources (carrying capacity) increases as well. Spreading the
same amount over more space implies that resources will spread thinner on
average. Since volume increase is much higher at the periphery than at
the center, peripheral resources may spread very thin indeed. Below some
density threshold, scarce resources don’t support a minimal sustainable level
of operations. Empirically, however, we often do see small organizations at
market peripheries, suggesting the existence of resource density variations
between periphery locations. Resources are apparently clumped together
into patches, which at the periphery are separated by virtually empty market
space.

Why would resources cluster? Humans coordinate their interactions
through common languages, norms, and other cultural elements [28]. Within
groups, people have cultural elements in common, as well as associated pref-
erences, e.g. for music, politics, or fashion. Between groups, we often see
cultural cleavages, even if their memberships overlap, and cultural elements
are used as symbols to signal group identity and group distinctions [29].
These considerations we summarize in an additional assumption (2): pe-
ripheral resources cluster into locally denser patches. We neither assume
that all culture and preferences are clustered, nor do we make assumptions
about the shapes or sizes of these patches. When assumption (2) holds, even
at high dimensionality peripheral resources may remain sufficiently dense at
certain locations to support small firms.

Peripheral volume increase in conjunction with resource clustering ex-
plain the often observed resource partitioning between large firms in the
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Figure 1: The impact of dimensionality decrease on the center and periphery
of a two-dimensional market that shrinks to a one dimensional market. Cap-
itals identify large firms at the center, while lower case identify small firms
at the periphery, of which one, e, ends up at the center after dimensionality
reduction.

center of concentrated markets versus small firms specialized in peripheral
positions. As organizations have to trade-off niche width for appeal [6], the
empty space in between the resource patches precludes large organizations in
the center from invading the niches of small organizations, and it precludes
small organizations at one patch from invading other patches.

The issue whether firms are independent, outlets of a chain, or under the
umbrella of a holding company is largely unimportant for our result, except
that small firms that do get part of their resources from a holding company
can have a competitive edge.

Decreasing dimensionality

For ease of demonstration, we show in Fig.1 the differential impact of de-
creasing dimensionality for a market space with two dimensions, with large
firms A–D populating the center (gray), and small firms a–f specializing
in peripheral positions. When the vertical dimension disappears and n de-
creases from two to one, crowding increases throughout the center, while the
filled peripheral niches are less likely to overlap; in this example only half
of the peripheral players faces increased crowding. In general, dimension
reduction increases the chances of niche overlap, hence the exit hazard, but
this hazard is unequally distributed and is lower at the periphery. There,
multiple positions remain for small organizations.
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Discussion

We have explained both the proliferation of small firms with increasing di-
mensionality, and the continuing presence of some of them with decreasing
dimensionality. For our explanation we have used few assumptions, and our
center-periphery distribution of resources seems a more accurate represen-
tation of markets than an earlier model’s even distribution [22].

Here, we did not investigate an increasing or decreasing market span on
a given dimension, like when turbojet engines for aircraft were substituted
for piston engines, and increased the span on the speed dimension [30]. One
might incorporate changing spans in our framework by relaxing assump-
tion (1). Future research may focus on this aspect, on factors we abstracted
away from, or on the temporal dynamics of resource patches [31].
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